**Jesse’s Blankie**

**Finished Size:** 40” x 54”

**Fabric Needed**
- Fabric 1: 1 yard quilted cotton
- Fabric 2: 3/8 yard quilted cotton
- Fabric 3: 1/3 yard quilted cotton
- Sashing/Binding: 1 yard

**Cutting Instructions**
- Fabric 1: Cut 4 – 8” strips (width of fabric: WOF)
  - A, C (reversed), E (reversed), G
- Fabric 2: Cut 2 – 6 1/2” strips
  - B, F
- Fabric 3: Cut 1 – 10” strip
  - D
- Sashing: Cut 6 – 1 3/4” strips (front sashing)
  - Cut 6 – 1 1/8” strips (back sashing)

**Sewing Instructions**

1. **Quilt Assembly:**
   - Fold 6 front sashing strips (1 3/4”) in half lengthwise and press.
   - a. Layer the following:
      - Back sashing strip (right side up)
      - A strip (right side up)
      - Front sashing strip (raw edges lined up with edge of quilted cotton)
      - Pin together (if desired) and stitch 3 fabrics together down long sides.
   - b. Layer the following:
      - B strip (wrong side up)
      - A strip (right side up with sashing on the right side)
      - Fold out back sashing of A strip and pin to B strip.
      - Stitch back sashing to B strip.
      - Fold B strip out right side up. (A and B strips should barely touch)
   - c. Repeat a & b instructions to stitch the following together:
      - C to A/B unit
      - D to E
      - F to G
      - A/B/C, D/E, F/G units together.
   - d. Trim sides of quilt.
   - e. **Applique (optional)**
      - Using your favorite method of applique, add name, monogram, shapes, animals, etc. to a strip of your quilt.
   - f. **Bind Quilt**